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TECHNOLOGY TO

AID DISASTER

RESPONSE
BY AYSWARYA MURTHY

How a team in Qatar has helped
citizens around the world directly help
humanitarian workers on the ground
during major disasters.

W

hen we tried to reach Dr Patrick Meier, Director of Social Innovation at the
Qatar Computing Research Institute
(QCRI), back in November last year, he
was thousands of miles away, literally
in the eye of the storm in the Philippines. His brainchild, a project several years in the making called MicroMappers, was out in the field for the first
time in an environment where its true potential could
be realised. A few months earlier, the application was
deployed in North-West Pakistan after the tragic earthquake there but it couldn’t be tested optimally because
the social media footprint wasn’t that high in the region.
“But on the plus side, it was the first time we tested it and
the feedback was valuable to understand the bottlenecks.
If we hadn’t done it, we wouldn’t have been able to use it
in the Philippines. It’s a learning environment. Disasters
are not the same; we have to be agile and improvise when
needed,” Dr Meier says.
Essentially, MicroMappers is a tool to leverage smart
crowdsourcing to sort and tag social media content
during and immediately after a major disaster, to guide
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humanitarian workers at ground zero. Dr
Meier explains: “The tweets and Facebook
posts are collected and filtered through
algorithms that can check for uniqueness
and relevancy; this is entirely automatic and can be done in a matter of seconds,
where 80-90% of the noise is filtered out.
The remaining content is uploaded on to
MicroMappers.” What happens next is basically smart crowdsourcing through microtasking. Any netizen from any part of
the world can log into the servers and sort
the pictures or the text based on what they
are seeing. Is it major structural damage or
infrastructure damage than could impede
rescue work? Is there an urgent demand
for food or medicines in a particular area?
Once at least three different users tag the
information under the same category, it is
pushed to the next stage and ends up on a
live crisis map.
Dr Meier calls this “democratising digital
humanitarian response”. “It allows anyone around the world to get involved, engaged and be a good citizen. You can make
a difference simply by getting online and
directly support relief operations,” he says.
Harnessing the wealth of real-time information on social media was something
he had been trying to implement for many
years, though he started working in earnest
on it from early last year, a few months after
he joined QCRI in June 2012.
“During my time in Haiti during the 2010
earthquake I realised how humanitarian
organisations were not prepared for this
new information ecosystem and didn’t have
the skills or the technology to handle the
big data generated through social media
during disasters. It’s ironic that they are
used to working in an environment where
there is often not enough information but
this overflow is just as paralysing.”
Dr Meier at that time was Director of
Crisis Mapping with an NGO where he
had been working on applying mapping
technology for humanitarian response for
over three years. “While the UN was not
even looking at social media information
in Haiti, other, local, first responders and
search and rescue teams made active use
of real-time updates we were putting on
our crisis map; these were not static, they
were constantly changing and evolving. By
listening to the needs and the impact of the
quake that was being reported, the rescue
workers said they saved many lives,” he
says.
But it was laborious work. Dr Meier calls
it the “old way” of doing things, “dumb
crowdsourcing”. “In Haiti, I started to

realise some of the limitations of the existing solutions of making sense of the data.
Digital humanitarian volunteers had to
manually go through tweets and copy-paste
them into relevant Google spreadsheets.
And since we typically see millions of tweets
posted in a matter of days, it was chaos and
we were completely overwhelmed. Also, it
was not the best use of a volunteer’s time,
especially when time was so precious. After
reading a hundred tweets you get tired and
you make mistakes.”
That’s why Dr Meier realised the need for
something more sophisticated to automate
this time-consuming and mind-numbing
phase of the process. He had wanted to
start working right away on this, but it was
not to be until his path crossed with QCRI.
“QCRI’s expertise in advanced computing and big data analysis was exactly what
was required to get MicroMappers off the
ground,” he says. And truly, the difference
is stark. While in Haiti they were able to
process less than 5% of the content, even
with thousands of volunteers, when Typhoon Yolanda struck the Philippines, they
were able to go through more than 250,000
tweets.
Typically after a disaster, the UN conducts a rapid disaster damage assessment
within two weeks. However two weeks is a
lifetime in the digital age, and this is where
MicroMappers steps in to fill the information gap. “The UN understands there is no
optimal, perfect information during a crisis
of this scale, but they need an initial draft of
what the impact might be with some rough
estimates and quick, good-enough analysis. They’d rather be able to get 10% more
information than none. And they need this
within the first 48 hours,” Dr Meier says.
Which is why the UN OCHA (Office for

Sobering perspective...
"We don't need money, TVs,
cell phones, we need food.
only food" #Phillippines

What does this tweet refer to?

Not Relevant / Skip / RTs
Requests for help / Needs
Infrastructure Damage
Population Displacement
Relevant but Other
Not English
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PHILIPPINES PRELIMINARY FIGURES
(APPROXIMATIONS)

Although over 55,000 tweets were filtered, not all of them were successfully tagged.
Dr Meier says this was a technological, rather than a human, shortcoming. “The
challenge had to do with the servers we were using, based in the University of
Geneva. We hadn’t tested MicroMappers on this scale before. Eventually, there were
so many volunteers that the server crashed numerous times. At one point, it was
down for 10 hours. This was very frustrating for everyone. But two weeks after the
typhoon, QCRI purchased their very own high-end server, 100 times more powerful
than the one in Geneva, to exclusively host the MicroMappers platform; this will be
its one and only mission. One would hope to never use it, but in future the server
won’t be an issue. We’d want to be able to have tens of thousands of volunteers at a
given time, tagging millions of tweets.”

the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs)
was eager to enlist Dr Meier’s help during
the Yolanda crisis despite being warned
that MicroMappers was still a work in progress. As it turns out, however, in spite of the
glitches (see above), the information generated through this application was actively
used to direct coordination of humanitarian officials. “It’s experimental, it’s messy, as
all innovation is. You take one step forward,
you take a few steps back and go back to the
drawing board, but the alternative is not
looking at social media at all,” he says.
For Dr Meier, there is no rest until MicroMappers has been developed and tested enough to do what it is meant to do – to
get as close as technologically possible to
real-time crisis information and analysis.
“We are almost there; another couple of
months,” he says optimistically, though he
knows he is racing against time before the
next typhoon season in the Philippines or
another unexpected disaster.
So what are the other features under
development that’ll make MicroMappers
battlefield-ready? “During the typhoon,
we used TweetClicker and ImageClicker
extensively. We have also been developing the VideoClicker, where you can tag
YouTube videos and look for damage; it is
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currently under testing. We will be considering SMS as well: Information collected
via SMS short code set up in association
with local telecom departments, where
people can send reports of damages to a
toll-free number.
“We are also developing the GeoClicker
where we ask volunteers to identify the location described in the tweet or seen in the
picture on a map. This is a major challenge,
as currently on average no more than 2-3%
of the tweets are automatically geotagged.
And this is not something that can be automated currently, and still needs the human
element. Interestingly, this investigative
online work – looking for geo information,
trying to recognise landmarks or point out
distinct features of the landscape – is something volunteers really like doing and they
find rewarding. And this way we can honour the local knowledge of the volunteers
from the region. Ultimately, to “finish”
MicroMappers would mean to integrate
all these features to make it seamless and
automatic,” he says.
On the horizon, Dr Meier’s team is also
working on incorporating machine learning that can learn from human tagging. “So
after a thousand tweets or so, the algorithm
will learn what to look for when tagging

infrastructure damage, for example, and
will automatically tag the remaining. It’ll
be far more rapid and we’ll never need volunteers to tag 30,000 tweets ever again. It’s
the holy grail we are working towards, and
it’s called AIDR – Artificial Intelligence for
Disaster Response.”
Secondly, there needs to be a better way
to verify the data being collected to filter
out rumours and false information, deliberate or accidental. But what kind of advanced
computing solutions can be developed to
verify social media content? “For example, we are looking to develop, along with
some partners in India, a credibility plugin that’ll score tweets based on predicted
credibility,” he says. The other method is
to again use crowdsourcing/microtasking to verify the accuracy of some of the
information.
Taking about QCRI, Dr Meier says:
“When the opportunity presented itself
to work with these world-class experts, I
grabbed at it with both hands and there has
been no looking back. What we have been
able to do as a team, by leveraging advanced
computing, has really catalysed significant
innovation in the humanitarian information management space.” It’s a true game
changer

